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Microsoft Small Business Server 2003 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2005
If you are new to the world of Microsoft Small Business Server  2003, Microsoft Small Business Server 2003  Unleashed can provide you with real-world support experience as you get  started or explore your upgraded server. Written and reviewed by Small Business  Server MVPs, this book provides...
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REALbasic Cross-Platform Application DevelopmentSams Publishing, 2006
REALbasic Cross-Platform Application  Development

treats REALbasic as a serious development environment and is  targeted to developers with a minimum of programming experience, but who may or  may not be new to the REALbasic platform. Written by a writer and developer...
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Maximum Mac OS X SecuritySams Publishing, 2003
While Mac OS X is becoming more and more stable with each release, its UNIX/BSD underpinnings have security implications that ordinary Mac users have never before been faced with.  Mac OS X can be used as both a powerful Internet server, or, in the wrong hands, a very powerful attack launch point.

Yet most Mac OS X books are generally...
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Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Unleashed (R2 Edition)Sams Publishing, 2006
A fresh perspective on planning, designing, implementing, and migrating to a Windows Server 2003 environment.  Rand Morimoto and his co-authors began writing this book using their experience from several very large client implementations, some having more than 100 servers in production.  On a daily basis, as this book was in production, they had...
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Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Premiere 6.5 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Premiere in 24 Hours offers practical advice from an author with a strong writing background, solid teaching experience, and extensive television production credentials.

Rather than simply presenting a collection of disconnected lessons, Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Premiere in 24 Hours always reminds its readers...
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ASP.NET 1.1 Insider SolutionsSams Publishing, 2004
Are you getting the most from ASP.NET? While it’s easy to build quite complex pages quickly
and easily with ASP.NET, if you acquire a more intimate knowledge of the .NET Framework as
a whole, you can really take advantage of the great features it provides.

This book explores some of the more advanced topics that help you...
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Sams Teach Yourself Red Hat Linux Fedora in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2003
An easy-to-understand, step-by-step guide and starter kit to help beginners install, configure, and use the latest version of Linux. Updated to cover the latest major release of Red Hat Linux, expected fall, 2003. Red Hat Linux is the most popular choice among Linux users in the U.S., with about 85% of the U.S. Linux market. Assumes no prior...
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Google Search and Tools in a Snap (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2006
These days, nobody really wants to learn everything there is about a product like Google Tools. And even if you did, who has the time to endlessly tinker and play with it until you figure everything out? You just want a book that will quickly show you how to do things with Google Tools, like perform power searches, find pictures...
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Sams Teach Yourself XML in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 1999
Sams Teach Yourself XML is an easy-to-use tutorial that breaks down the task of learning XML into 21 focused lessons. Readers learn through clear explanations of concepts, structured step-by-step tasks, and abundant code samples. This book covers all aspects of using XML to publish a wide range of content on the Web.

XML started as an...
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Teach Yourself Java in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 1996
The World Wide Web, for much of its existence, has been a method for distributing passive
information to a widely distributed number of people. The Web has, indeed, been exceptionally
good for that purpose. With the addition of forms and image maps, Web pages began to become
interactive—but the interaction was often simply a...
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Linux PhrasebookSams Publishing, 2006
Linux Phrasebook

 is sure to become the pocket guide that you keep within reach at all times. This concise, handy reference can be used "in the street," just like a language phrasebook. Skipping the usual tutorial on Linux, the ...
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ASP.NET EvolutionSams Publishing, 2004
Have you ever found that you get to the end of a programming book and
think, “Great, now I know the syntax, but where do I actually start with
building something for real?” Have you ever tried to apply a technique
from a book and quickly discovered that things are far more complicated
when you are actually...
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